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Comparing Electric and Gravitational Fields 
Electric Gravitational

Due to objects with …

Definition of field 
strength at a point

Unit of field strength

Direction of field 
strength

Formula for field 
strength for a point 
object

Name of law and 
formula for force 
between point objects

 
……………………………………… 

                                        

Definition of potential 
at a point

Unit of potential

Formula for potential at 
a point

Definition of potential 
energy at a point

Formula for potential 
energy at a point

Proportionality 
constant

Nature of force i.e. 
attractive and/or 
repulsive

Uniform field


E𝗉 = 
kQq

r

 
Field uniform …………………… 
 
…………………………………… 

Field strength:   

Draw path of charge, q, in uniform 
electric field, E, below 

E = 
V
d

V𝖾 = 
kQ
r

 
Field uniform near Earth’s surface 
 
Field strength: g = ……… N kg–1


Draw path of mass, m, in uniform 
gravitational field, g, below 

 
            

gv
m

E = 
kQ
r²

 
……………………………………… 

F𝖾 = 
kQq

r²
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A-Level Physics HQ 

Comparing Electric and Gravitational Fields 
Electric Gravitational

Due to objects with … charge mass
Definition of field 
strength at a point

force per unit charge 
(E = F/Q)

force per unit mass 
(g = F/m)

Unit of field strength N C-1 N kg-1

Direction of field 
strength Positive to negative Towards centre of mass

Formula for field 
strength for a point 
object
Name of Law and 
formula for force 
between point objects

Definition of potential at 
a point

Work done per unit charge to move 
charge from infinity to a point in an 
electric field

Work done per unit mass to move 
mass from infinity to a point in a 
gravitational field

Unit of potential J C-1 J kg-1

Formula for potential at 
a point

Definition of potential 
energy at a point Work done to move charge q from 

infinity to a point in an electric field

Work done to move mass m from 
infinity to a point in a gravitational 
field

Formula for potential 
energy at a point

Proportionality constant
Universal gravitational constant,  

G = 6.67 × 10-11 N m2 kg-2

Nature of force i.e. 
attractive and/or 
repulsive

Attractive (–ve) for unlike charge or 
repulsive (+ve) for like charges

Always attractive  
⇒ hence negative sign

Uniform Fields  
Field uniform between charged 
parallel plates 

Field strength:   

Draw path of charge, q, in uniform 
electric field, E, below 

E = 
V
d

Ev
+

–

q

Newton’s law of gravitation 

F𝗀 = -
GMm

r²

E𝗉 = 
kQq

r
E𝗉 = -

GMm
r

V𝖾 = 
kQ
r

Coulomb's law 

F𝖾 = 
kQq

r²

 
Field uniform near Earth’s surface 
 
 
Field strength: g = 9.8 N kg–1


Draw path of mass, m, in uniform 
gravitational field, g, below 

 
            

gv
m

E = 
kQ
r²

 

where ε0 is the permittivity of free 
space = 8.85 × 10-12 F m-1

k = 
1

4πε𝟢

g = -
GM
r²

V𝗀 = -
GM

r
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